Enabling 5G

Pole position for M1 mobile data customers
at 2016 Singapore Grand Prix
High-traffic hotspots don’t have more peak demand than the Singapore Grand Prix.
Operator M1 Limited chose CCS’ Metnet to deliver network performance excellence
at this exciting Formula 1 night race

CCS on the podium! The CCS Metnet node can be seen in the top right of the shot. Nico Rosberg won the race with
Daniel Ricardo 2nd, and Lewis Hamilton 3rd

Singapore operator M1 Limited provides mobile and fixed services to over 2 million
customers.
Since the launch of commercial services in 1997, M1 Limited has achieved many firsts, including being the first operator
to offer nationwide 4G service, as well as ultra-high-speed fixed broadband, fixed voice and other services on the Next
Generation Nationwide Broadband Network (NGNBN).
So when it came to meeting the mobile data demands of its subscribers at the 2016 Formula 1 Singapore Airlines
Singapore Grand Prix, M1 was looking for a highly performant solution that matched its reputation for innovation and
service excellence.
CCS’ Metnet microwave backhaul system was chosen to support a small cell network deployed to serve the peak
demand around the popular night race, held annually at the Marina Bay Street Circuit in Singapore and attended by
nearly 220,000 Formula 1 fans over the course of the three-day event.
As the world’s only self-organising (SON) solution for wireless backhaul, the CCS Metnet system is ideally suited to
dense urban environments, where additional capacity is required and regional authorities are sensitive to aesthetics and
equipment footprint.

Fast-track implementation
CCS Metnet nodes operating at 28GHz were deployed around the 5.06km F1
track in Singapore, providing backhaul for a purpose-deployed network of Nokia
Flexizone small cells featuring Carrier Aggregation.
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A CCS Metnet node mounted at the top of the F1 Grandstand
which was designed as a roof garden with views over the start
finish straight.

CCS Metnet node and Nokia Flexizone small-cells
serving the busy F1 Village where spectators enjoyed live
entertainment and refreshments.

The CCS Metnet Element Management System (EMS) showing the live network state during the race.
5 Nodes were deployed in total which backhauled 6 Nokia Flexizone small cells.

Designed with LTE small-cells in mind, the Metnet system intuitively
accommodates evolving traffic demands, offering low latency – minimum 40μs
per hop – and high capacity.
The current generation 480Mbps nodes were used in this trial. The new dual channel radio operating at 256QAM
modulation provides up to 1.2 Gbps per node.
For the Singapore GP network, dual wired nodes were positioned at the Golden Mile tower, which was an existing
macro site, and the Pits building. The Golden Mile leased line was limited to 200Mbps, and the Pits site was limited to
500Mbps and shared with a multi-sector macro. Dual nodes provided additional capacity for the cluster and could also
be used for automatic redundancy in the case that a route or node failed. To accommodate the requirements of the
small cells, bandwidth was adjusted on a per-site, per-direction basis, which was in line with the uplink and downlink
ratio supported by the mobile devices.
A total network capacity of 887Mbps was delivered in the network due to the SON capability and S-TDMA scheduling
in a single 112MHz channel. Each CCS Node was able to deliver sufficient capacity to support the dual small cells with
carrier aggregation.
CCS engineers completed interoperability with Nokia, Cisco, and the M1 network, and the full system went live shortly
before the race weekend, following extensive testing in the M1 labs with its core network and the small cells. The
network provided 100% availability during the weekend, even during high rainfall in the early mornings before the circuit
was open to the public. The CCS Metnet system features hitless adaptive modulation and encoding to manage fading
on the radio links.

Peak performance
During the exceptional traffic peaks of the Formula 1 weekend in Singapore,
Metnet delivered carrier-class small cell backhaul.
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